NCPP ABOVE & BEYOND AWARDS

MARCH IS NATIONAL PROCUREMENT MONTH

The National Cooperative Procurement Partners (NCPP) recognizes stars in public procurement who have gone ABOVE & BEYOND in their procurement role. With all that's happened in the past few years, all heroes in procurement—be it the Director, Buyer I, or Stockroom Clerk—deserve recognition.

Fifteen award winners (3 per week) will be showcased in the NCPP newsletter and website during the month of March and receive a NCPP "Let's Just Cooperate" t-shirt and other special rewards.

EXAMPLES OF ABOVE & BEYOND RECOGNITION:

- Special success story in addressing the pandemic or supply chain challenges
- Taking on additional tasks and leadership responsibilities for a special project
- Volunteering in events or activities to serve their community
- Serving in the military or guard to help with emergencies
- Solving a difficult problem with an out-of-the-box solution
- Serving in unpaid volunteer role for an association
- Presenting and volunteering for training sessions and conferences
- Leadership and mentoring to create a welcoming team environment that allows individuals to grow and succeed

NEW TEAM CATEGORY!

For 2024, we are rolling out an additional Category: “Above & Beyond” Team!

Receiving feedback that many would like to nominate an entire team, NCPP has opened up this new category! This can be a procurement team, RFP team or procurement Association team – your choice.

www.NCPPAssociation.org

NOMINATION PERIOD OPENS FEB 14th AND CLOSES ON MARCH 22nd, 2024

Submit your nomination to Tammy Rimes, Executive Director at Tammy.Rimes@NCPPAssociation.org with your nominee's name, title, agency, and email along with a couple of paragraphs about their ‘Above & Beyond” performance. Take a few minutes to recognize that champion in your workplace!